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Harmonica Blues..."Spanning the Globe with The Blues", Big Harmonica Bob's original harp playing is on

Blues Radio Stations Worldwide. 8 MP3 Songs BLUES: Electric Blues, BLUES: Rockin' Blues Details: Big

Harmonica Bob is a blues harmonica player from Long Beach California. His songs are now played on

Blues Radio Stations around the World. Bob plays guitar and harmonica (and a number of other

instruments too). Big Harmonica Bob also writes his own songs and is now pretty well known the World

over for his original blues harp style. He has been playing for over thirty years. If you are a blues harp fan

then you will want to add Big Harmonica Bob to your collection of favorites. Bob has played with some of

the local greats and is now playing all over the Los Angeles and Orange County area. Some of the Clubs

include...B B Kings in Hollywood, The Galaxy Theater, The Martini Blues Supper Club,the Blue Cafe and

many other bars and dives where the blues thrives and survives. Big Harmonica Bob has his own record

label ... Big Blues Dog Productions. Established in 2001 it features local blues artists that play the blues

for the love. Big Harmonica Bob records with no overdubs(as a rule)and what you hear is what you get.

Some recordings have been done at the Venues and some have been done other places. It is all about

the Music...Long Live the Blues! Thank You for making this the Number One Blues C.D. in Rockin' Blues

and Electric Blues on Mp3tunes, July 2005 mp3tunes.com/BigHarmonicaBob It is still in the Top Ten as

of Nov. 2005! ........................................................... I have a new C.D. coming soon! It will be called

"Home Brewed Blues". It will be different because I am using High Tech Equipment to get that Low Tech

Sound. It will have a great variety of songs on there. Songs like "Chicken Legs" and "My Wife wants a

Harley" not to mention an Instrumental called "Pocket Fuzz". These ideas have been in my head and I

needed to translate them into songs. I multi tracked these, just to get them out there. Some of them came

out pretty good, even though I don't like to multi track. Coming soon "Home Brewed Blues"... All Original
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songs ... cooked up at The Shack! "The Road to Success is uphill, don't expect to break any speed

records!" Other song titles include, "Lyin'PreacherMan", "Oh,Pretty Baby", "Mississippi Saxophone", "Fifty

Bucks","Go out Laughin'", and many more... ........................................................... Come to "Big

Harmonica Bob's Blues Party" every Sunday at "Martini Blues" in Huntington Beach , California.4-8pm

This is a Blues Jam and everybody is welcome! Martini Blues is the Number One Blues Club in Orange

County! Big Harmonica Bob's Blues Party Band Just got back from The Legendary "Buffalo Chip" in

South Dakota. Look for Big Harmonica Bob at the Chip in 2006 on the Main Stage, and on other Stages

at the Chip ... "Spanning The Globe with the Blues" ... JOIN THE PARTY!
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